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Brief History

Information Please began as a famous 1930s hit radio show, and went on to become
one of America's premier almanacs. From 1947 through 1997 it was published
annually under the title The Information Please Almanac; since 1998 it has been
published by Time Magazine as The TIME Almanac with Information Please. In
1998, Infoplease.com was launched on the Web, and quickly became an authoritative

and respected reference for Internet users.

Scope and Coverage

The interface of info please is well designed. Infoplease.com contains:












The Columbia Encyclopedia, a Random House Dictionary, and a thesaurus.
Biography of Film Makers (eg. Abrahamson, Lenny; Allen, Debbie; Allen, Woody
etc.) Actors (eg. Abraham, F. Murray; Adams, Amy; Adams, Maude etc.) Artists (eg.
Abbott, Berenice; Adams, Ansel; Agostino di Duccio) Business man, Labour,
Philanthropists, U.S presidents, Congressional Biographies, Supreme court
Justice, Politics and Government person, Inventors, Biologist,
Mathematicians, Tennis Players, Baseball Players, Golf Players, People in
news, Recent Death, Notable Women, American Indians, African Americans,
Asian Pacific Americans, Hispanic Americans etc.
An atlas with maps and detailed profiles of every country and U.S. state.
Daily features such as This Day in History, Today's Birthday, and Word
Quiz.
Timelines, quizzes, and polls, and "top ten" lists.
Interactive features such as a "convert anything" tool and a periodic table.
A Homework Center for students.
Timely features on current news, entertainment, and seasonal events.
Statistical tables and rankings that are continuously updated.
A powerful search tool that provides relevant results instantly.

This site includes above 30000 biographies.

Kind of Information

Special Features

Entries covers date of birth, birth place, career graph and other information. The
main content format is somewhat based on chronology. Given content traces a
person's life through the sequence of significant events and also key achievement.
Extra credit option gives the short coverage on personal life.

 Links to face book, twitter, link maker, QR Adv etc.
 Famous Americans biography is categorized separately by race and ethnicity
in this site.
 Quiz on African and American Quotations, Crossword puzzle also attached
with this site.
 Persons having birthday on Yesterday and Tomorrow are also shown.
 Expand search (if anyone put any word in search option, the matches will
come out) option is also presented.

Arrangement Pattern
Under each category, entries are arranged in alphabetical order by surname.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

This is a site with huge area of coverage. Search option (which is designed only for
biography searching) is work poorly and many times it addresses short the
biographies in almanac not full biographies. Picture along with biography is not
provided in many entries.
 S9.com ( http://www.s9.com)
 Bio.(Biography.com) (http://www.biography.com/)
 The Famous People : Society For Recognition Of Famous People
(http://www.thefamouspeople.com/engineers.php)
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